It is recommended that a curriculum map be created/updated (Resource: CETL)

START HERE: Identify Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)

Is there an up-to-date curriculum map that aligns program and course-level SLOs?

Yes

Through consultation with faculty, identify SLOs with a need for improvement

Identify courses and learning activities that align with the SLOs with a need for improvement

For each learning activity, identify measures of student learning (i.e., exam items, rubric items, internship evaluation, self-assessment, etc.)

Submit IMPROVEMENT REPORT in the online system (improve.kennesaw.edu)

Due September 30th for the prior academic year

Every 3 years, identify interpretation and trends / strategies for improvement

Submit ASSESSMENT PLAN in the online system (improve.kennesaw.edu)

Due September 30th for the current academic year

Update ASSESSMENT PLAN for the next academic year, if applicable (improve.kennesaw.edu)

Due September 30th for the current academic year

Submit ASSESSMENT PLAN in the online system (improve.kennesaw.edu)

Minimum of 2-3 SLOs; At least one direct measure per SLO

Provide learning activities

Assess student learning using the identified measures

Analyze and aggregate data; Report results annually

Share results with faculty

The Assessment of Learning website provides additional resources to support your assessment efforts. Please contact the Assessment Office at assessment@kennesaw.edu if you have any questions or you would like to schedule a consultation. Thank you for your commitment to continuous improvement at KSU.